DAFOH Press Statement

DAFOH Calls upon Italian Community to Distance itself from the Chinese
Government to Overcome the CCP Virus Pandemic after the Chinese Regime’s
Purposeful Concealment of the Virus to the Italian People

ROME, April 9, 2020 — Doctors Against Forced Organ Harvesting (DAFOH), an international
advocacy group for medical ethics and recipient of the 2019 Mother Theresa Memorial Award
for Social Justice, commends Italy’s medical community and the Italian people for the brave
actions and sacrifices they have made during this Corona virus pandemic. DAFOH is
concerned that Italy, a nation with a heritage grounded in spiritual practice and artistic
creativity, is exposed to the Chinese government’s efforts to exploit this medical tragedy. The
Italian people are now faced with an epic choice, one that carries moral, spiritual and
economic implications.
The Chinese government purposefully concealed the threat of the deadly Corona virus
and allowed it to spread to Italy, bringing a calamity to the Italian people not seen in decades.
Defying responsibility in the pandemic, China now sends its party-owned Red Cross Society
to Italy using the face masks diplomacy to lure the Italian people into economic and
diplomatic collaboration and expansion of its 5G surveillance network.
Through reckless delays and silencing of the whistleblowers, such as Dr. Li Wenliang, the
Chinese government first sought to cover up reports of the outbreak. Now it attempts to
subdue countries by exploiting their need for face masks and PPE, under the guise of
providing humanitarian aid.
We call upon the Italian government and the Italian people to treasure their culture and
faith and seek social and economic distance from the Chinese Communist Party.
Key findings:
•
•

•
•

The Chinese state has neither acknowledged nor admitted its involvement in the
escalation of this pandemic.
The Chinese state now portraits itself as the creator of a “Silk Road of Health.”
However, China has not taken responsibility for creating the “Silk Road of the
Pandemic.”
Throughout January and February the Chinese government failed to warn the global
community and downplayed the threat.
The Chinese government refused to allow expert teams from the WHO and the US
Center for Disease Control (CDC) to inspect conditions and circumstances of the
virus on the ground.
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•

•

•

•

While the world remained in ambiguity, the Chinese government took advantage of
the situation and stockpiled 2 billion face masks by the end of February, suggesting
that China was very much aware of the menace that the Corona virus imposed.
Chinese officials report false low numbers of victims, a manipulation aimed at
supporting an image of expertise and success in controlling the disease, likely to
portray itself as an expert to other countries to facilitate its face masks diplomacy.
By creating a global shortage of face masks, the Chinese government has driven a
wedge between European countries following a trajectory of divide and conquer
(“divide et impera”) by first ruining partnerships between countries, and then
appearing as the unifying savior who delivered face masks to overwhelmed regions.
Systematic tampering and manipulation of numbers has also been observed in
China’s transplant medicine covering up the practice of forced organ harvesting of
Falun Gong practitioners and other prisoners of conscience, which is a crime against
humanity and reason enough to disengage from the Chinese government.

1) Is the Red Cross Society of China coming to Italy for humanitarian reasons or as a
Trojan horse, that brings gifts to lure Italy into deeper dependence on the Chinese
regime?
The Red Cross Society of China should not be confused with the International Red Cross
as it is financed and directed by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Despite the close
relation in its name, the Chinese group is not related to the widely known International Red
Cross.
At the beginning of February, the Wuhan Red Cross and Hubei provincial Red Cross
came under fire over mishandling of donated medical supplies after the public sent resources
and money to help Hubei's front-line medics. Instead of delivering the medical supplies to the
hospitals on the front lines of the coronavirus outbreak, most of it remained in the Red Cross
warehouse.
In the early stage of the virus outbreak in China, Italy gave face masks and PPE supply to
the Chinese people. However, now when Italy was in need of the PPE supply, China asked
Italy to buy the masks and PPE supply back.
Then, in mid-March, the Red Cross Society of China came to Italy with doctors,
ventilators and face masks. Under the guise of a humanitarian aid operation, the Chinese
government initiated the distribution of face masks donated by Chinese companies or from
Chinese-Italians living in Italy. However, the face masks came from the Chinese government
that used these tactics to create a positive branding image to influence the Italian populace.
2) Does the humanitarian aid campaign of the Chinese government cover up its
responsibility for the pandemic? Are the Italian people being exploited by those
who let the virus come to Italy?
The Chinese government was aware of the virus in early December 2019. When the virus
began to claim more deaths, the whistleblower Dr. Li Wenliang was reprimanded and
silenced early January. Throughout January and February the government violated WHO
directives and failed to warn the global community, downplaying the threat and rejecting
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offers by the WHO and the American CDC to inspect the virus on the ground. Instead of
sounding the alarm, the Chinese regime suppressed medical reports and covered up the
outbreak for weeks.
While the world remained in ambiguity, the Chinese government took advantage of the
situation and stockpiled a gigantic amount of face masks in China. According to researchers,
the regime bought two billion face masks mostly from Australia between late January and
end of February. This created a monopoly on face masks and depleted supplies in other
countries. Thus, the Chinese government, in collaboration with the delaying tactics of the
WHO, being clearly aware of the imminent danger of the virus positioned itself to exploit the
need for face masks in other countries coercing them to buy into China’s 5G networks.
China now claims to have curbed the virus and is presenting its doctors as saviors and
experts on the topic. However, doubts emerge whether China’s official numbers are true. The
reported low numbers of cases facilitates propaganda aimed to present its doctors as leading
experts on the disease. A recurrent pattern emerges that the Chinese government has an
undisclosed agenda behind its humanitarian aid campaign.
China has sent face masks, gloves, ventilators, virus test kits and medical teams to help
Italy, Spain, France, Greece, Ireland, the Czech Republic, and other countries. However
many countries had to pay for the medical supplies and had to return them as they have
been found faulty or broken. This false sense of security is not what one would expect from a
humanitarian aid campaign.
DAFOH stresses that since the beginning of the outbreak, the Chinese government has
refused to allow an expert team from the WHO or the US Center for Disease Control (CDC)
to inspect the conditions and circumstances of the virus. If the CDC had been given the
chance to investigate as early as January, it might have resulted in an early warning,
potentially saving millions of lives.
Instead, the Chinese government allowed almost 5 million people to leave Wuhan. Some
of them traveled back to Italy and some to other countries, facilitating the spread of this
unheralded disease. The regime has shifted responsibility for the virus outbreak to others and
blamed other countries, including the United States and Italy.
Governments would be well advised to avoid interactions with China now considered a
criminal state.
3) Is the shortage of face masks and virus test kits part of a well-oiled propaganda
campaign?
Face masks have become the symbol of the battle against the Corona virus. By
withholding information and engaging in an active disinformation campaign about the danger
of the virus, the Chinese state took advantage of the situation to purchase more than 2 billion
face masks in January and February.
Instead of warning other countries, including Italy, China stockpiled face masks
contributing to a global shortage and bizarre and unprecedented face mask diplomacy that
profits from the pandemic while leaving other countries in the dark.
Furthermore, in creating a global shortage of face masks, China strong-armed many
European countries who could then not to help Italy in its time of need or protect their own
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citizens. By creating a global shortage of face masks, the Chinese government has driven a
wedge of struggle and competition between countries. This is particularly notable in the case
of Europe. European countries were unprepared for the pandemic, and with a depleted stock
of face masks were not able to help one another. The Chinese government followed the
concept of “divide and conquer” (“divide et impera”) by first ruining partnerships between
countries and then appearing as the unifying savior who delivered face masks to the
overwhelmed countries. Although some people in Italy may feel neglected by the European
Union, this should not be considered abandonment, but rather a result of China’s intentional
agenda of stockpiling of face masks throughout February.
Along with reports from multiple EU countries, including Holland, Spain, Ireland and
Czech Republic returning faulty goods, more concerns about protective medical equipment
were raised with the revelation of unlicensed products being sold to Spain, one of Europe's
hardest hit regions. This was confirmed by the Chinese Embassy in Madrid, which issued a
statement confirming that Shenzen Bioeasy Biotechnology was not even licensed to sell
medical products.
What is the agenda of the Chinese government? China delayed critical information from
being distributed around the world, which contributed to the pandemic and has since refused
access for independent assessments of the situation on the ground. Going even further,
China has vetoed the United Nations Security Council’s call for complete global transparency
about the virus.
4) Why has the Chinese government and its Red Cross Society been promoting
China’s 5G network to Italian hospitals?
While the Italian people are suffering from the virus, the Chinese government and the
Red Cross Society of China have approached Italian hospitals promoting China’s state
controlled 5G network. Under the pretense of providing care to the Italian people, the
Chinese government is exploiting the vulnerable situation and expanding its
telecommunication network into Italy’s critical medical infrastructure.
One of the Chinese companies in question is ZTE, which donated 2,000 face masks to
the city of L’Aquila in central Italy. ZTE runs a joint 5G innovation and technology center there
with the local university. In addition, Huawei offered to set up a cloud-computing network to
connect Italian hospitals among themselves and with hospitals in Wuhan.
In January, Huawei installed 5G antennas at the Wuhan Vulcan Mountain Hospital. Was
there a plan in place to use Wuhan as a medical center for data that would be transferred
through 5G networks to other countries? Has the advantage of the early knowledge and
research of the virus been converted into a currency to buy itself into Italian hospitals through
5G? This raises serious questions for the control of critical infrastructure and patient data
protection.
More and more countries see through the Chinese government’s agenda. With the UK,
the US and the Australian governments now casting doubt on official Chinese accounts of the
virus, the former EU President Borrell recently said:
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“China is aggressively pushing the message that … it is a responsible and reliable
partner. In the battle of narratives we have also seen attempts to discredit the EU as
such and some instances where Europeans have been stigmatized as if all were
carriers of the virus. … But we must be aware there is a geo-political component
including a struggle for influence through spinning and the ‘politics of generosity’.
Armed with facts, we need to defend Europe against its detractors.”
5) The Chinese government’s lack of transparency is the root cause of the pandemic
and the tragedy in Italy. A lack of transparency is also at the center of China’s
practice of forced organ harvesting, a crime against humanity, which prompted the
China Tribunal to describe China as a “criminal state.” Although the Chinese
government failed to warn the Italian people about the virus as late as January, the
Italian government still believes that the Chinese regime works in the interest of the
Italian people.
The common denominator in the actions of the Chinese government is the lack of
transparency about the virus recklessly displayed around the world. There is a growing
awareness that the Chinese government has and continues to underreport numbers of
infected people and deaths.
This is not a coincidence. We have seen this pattern before in the context of organ
transplant abuse. In winter 2019, a forensic statistical analysis of organ donor numbers in
China concluded that China manufactured the numbers of organ donors. We now see an
implausible pattern of a perfect distribution of infected people and its decrease. The
manufacturing of numbers serves two purposes: trivializing the danger of the virus and
presenting Chinese doctors as successful experts in the fight against the Corona virus.
However, without transparency and accountability, Chinese medical officials present a
danger, rather than provide a solution.
We observed the same lack of transparency in China’s organ transplant field. According
to the Independent Tribunal on China, chaired by former prosecutor Sir Geoffrey Nice, China
is a “criminal state” and “forced organ harvesting has been committed for years throughout
China on a significant scale and that Falun Gong practitioners have been one – and probably
the main – source of organ supply.” Falun Gong, subjected to crimes against humanity
committed by the Chinese government, is a peaceful meditation practice based on the
principles of truthfulness, compassion and forbearance.
Newfound alarming concerns about China’s organ transplant practices have again been
ignited by China’s announcement of a double lung transplant on February 28tth to treat a
corona virus patient. The fast track transplant was performed on demand within one day
provoking questions regarding the organ source.
Given the urgency of crimes against humanity, and the ongoing lack of transparent
reporting about the virus, it is unacceptable to host delegations of Chinese state medical
professionals, traveling under the pretense of humanitarian aid. The Italian people should
consider the impact of the hidden agenda of China’s face mask diplomacy and 5G deals. The
China Tribunal reminds countries that engaging with China equates to engaging with a
criminal state.
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Contact:
Dr. Katerina Angelakopoulou
DAFOH Representative in Italy
Tel: +39 348 66 21 736
Email: info@dafoh.it
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